Conservation Roadshow
Lecture Schedule
All lectures are free with general admission and for members
Saturday – January 27th
•

11:00 am—11:30 am Caring for Objects in Earthquake Country with Rho Brown
We all know it’s a matter of when and not if, the next earthquake will strike. Learn tips and tricks from objects
conservator Rho Brown about how to safely display your treasured objects in Earthquake country.

•

11:30 am—12:00 pm Family Photos and Albums with Gawain Weaver
Family photographs and albums from the 19th century to today can be successfully preserved for future generations
with a little knowledge and care. Come hear photograph conservator Gawain Weaver discuss the 6 types of
photographs most commonly found in family photograph collections, the various photo album types that have been
commonly used over the past 175 years, and steps for basic care of these precious family treasures.

•

1:00 pm— 1:30 pm

Common Sense Care For Your Collections with Elise Rousseau
Learn the tips on how to best store your personal artifacts, and heirlooms from objects and textile conservator Elise
Rousseau; including, how to safely

•

1:30 pm— 2:00 pm

Digital Photos and Preservation with Gawain Weaver
Photograph conservator Gawain Weaver will discuss the preservation of family photographs in the digital era. Digital
images, whether born-digital from a camera or scanned have unique issues that must be considered when saving your
family photographs for yourself and for later generations. Gawain will guide you through the pitfalls of this brave new
world.

•

3:00 pm— 3:30 pm Kintsugi: The Japanese Art of Golden Joinery with Rho Brown
Objects conservator Rho Brown will discuss the Japanese art of repairing broken pottery with gold or silver. The
understanding being that the resulting piece will be even more beautiful for having been previously broken.

Sunday – January 28th
•

11:00 am—11:30 am

Digital Photos and Preservation with Gawain Weaver
Photograph conservator Gawain Weaver will discuss the preservation of family photographs in the digital era. Digital
images, whether born-digital from a camera or scanned have unique issues that must be considered when saving your
family photographs for yourself and for later generations. Gawain will guide you through the pitfalls of this brave new
world.

•

11:30 am—12:00 pm

Common Sense Care For Your Collections with Elise Rousseau
Learn the tips on how to best store your personal artifacts, and heirlooms from objects and textile conservator Elise
Rousseau; including, how to safely dust your collection, how to recognize when you have a pest problem, and when to
call in a conservator, and more.

•

1:00 pm— 1:30 pm

Family Photos and Albums with Gawain Weaver
Family photographs and albums from the 19th century to today can be successfully preserved for future generations
with a little knowledge and care. Come hear photograph conservator Gawain Weaver discuss the 6 types of
photographs most commonly found in family photograph collections, the various photo album types that have been
commonly used over the past 175 years, and steps for basic care of these precious family treasures.

•

1:30 pm— 2:00 pm

Caring for Objects in Earthquake Country with Rho Brown
We all know it’s a matter of when and not if, the next earthquake will strike. Learn tips and tricks from objects
conservator Rho Brown about how to safely display your treasured objects in Earthquake country.
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